INTRODUCTION	cxi
gilds and by the State may well have played its part in
schooling the producers of wealth in habits of self-restraint,
and in instilling into them a sense of those economic virtues
on which alone can be built up an enduring reputation for
sound workmanship and just dealing.
Among the legacies bequeathed by the mediaeval gilds Price
to the modern State was the principle of price control. Thecontrolf
conviction of consumers that price movements were due to the
machinations of middlemen gave birth to a series of experi-
ments designed to secure stability of prices. Commodities
of which the price was fixed by the State at one period or
another include cloth, silks, ale, wines and tea, but the
conspicuous examples of continuity of policy were the
two primary necessaries of bread and coal, for here a
serious rise in prices easily assumed the proportions of a
national catastrophe. Attempts to govern the price of
bread extend from the thirteenth to the nineteenth century.
They were intended, explained Davenant at the end of
the seventeenth century, to " give the common people the
benefit of plenty ", the weight of bread increasing as the
price of corn fell. He based his approval on the ground
that it was " strange economy in our government " that
abundance should make commodities a drug to the producer
and very little cheaper to the consumer. Nevertheless he
was not in favour of price regulation for all commodities
but drew a distinction between those of a unifonn character,
such as bread, and those capable of improvement by " skill,
art and care". In the former case he considered that
limitation of the price " may be for public advantage ", but
in the latter it was " impracticable and a bar to industry ".
Coal, like bread, came within the first of these two categories.
It is safe to say that no economic question in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries agitated the public mind more per-
sistently than the price of coal, and the repeated though
fruitless efforts made by the authorities for over two hundred
years to check its continuous advance represent an illumin-
ating episode in the age-long conflict between producers
and consumers for control of the market. We show below
how various factors exerted an influence on the price of coal,

